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Abstract— Coordinated multi-point (CoMP) architecture has
demonstrated a significant potential of improvement in terms
of spectral efficiency and user fairness in comparison with non-
coordinated architecture, however, its energy efficiency remains
to be evaluated. In this paper, CoMP system is idealized as
distributed antenna system by assuming perfect backhauling
and cooperative processing. This simplified model allows us
to express the capacity of the idealized CoMP system with a
simple and accurate closed-form approximation. In addition, a
framework for the energy efficiency analysis of CoMP system
is introduced, which includes a power consumption model and
an energy efficiency metric, i.e. bit-per-joule capacity. This
framework along with our closed-form approximation are utilized
for assessing both the channel and bit-per-joule capacities of the
idealized CoMP system. Results indicate that multi-base-station
cooperation can be energy efficient for cell-edge communication
and that the backhauling and cooperative processing power
should be kept low. Overall, it has been shown that the potential
of improvement of CoMP in terms of bit-per-joule capacity is
not as high as in terms of channel capacity due to associated
energy cost for cooperative processing and backhauling.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the current context of climate change, growing energy de-

mand and increasing energy price, energy efficiency is becom-

ing a key criteria in the design of communication networks.

For instance, during the development of 3GPP systems, such

as wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA), the

energy consumption issues have received little, if any, attention

and, therefore, they were not properly addressed. However, in

the future mobile systems, e.g. long term evolution-advanced

(LTE-A), the energy consumption will have to be taken into

account in order to reduce the carbon footprint of the networks.

One of the possible approaches to do so is base station (BS)

cooperation, which is more generally referred as coordinated

multi-point (CoMP) communication. CoMP has already been

comprehensively studied in the literature in terms of spectral

efficiency and user fairness [1], [2] and has demonstrated

significant enhancements according to these metrics. However,

its potential for energy efficiency improvements remains to be

assessed and this is one of the aims of this paper.

Traditionally, the efficiency of a communication system is

measured in terms of spectral efficiency, which is related to the

channel capacity in bits/s. This metric indicates how efficiently

a limited frequency spectrum is utilized but does not provides

any insight on how efficiently the energy is consumed. In

order to evaluate this particular aspect of the communication

system, we need a metric that takes into account the energy

consumption. Such a metric, the bit-per-joule capacity (bits/J)

has first been introduced in [3] and is simply defined as the

ratio of the capacity to the rate of energy expenditure, i.e.

to the signal power. This metric has been recently used in

[4] for analyzing the performance of energy-limited wireless

sensor and ad hoc networks. In this paper, it will be utilized

for assessing the energy efficiency of CoMP communication.

In CoMP communication, several BSs cooperate to transmit

and receive data from multiple mobile stations (MSs) in

different cells [1], [5], [6]. The BSs can share information

by using high speed reliable connections over wire links,

e.g. optical fiber, or wireless line-of-sight microwave links. In

conventional systems, the backhaul links are already in use for

handling the control and signaling that are required between

BSs. The aim of the joint BS signal processing is to cancel

or even exploit inter-cell interference. In the uplink, the BSs

cooperate to jointly decode all users data. In the downlink,

multiple BSs transmit data to one or several MSs for improving

the received signal quality and/or pre-cancel interference from

other MSs. CoMP communication is considered as a key

technology for the future of mobile communication and it has

already been included in LTE-A standard [7].

Assuming perfect backhaul links between each BS and an

idealistic cooperative processing, the CoMP system model

becomes equivalent to a distributed antenna or distributed

multiple-input multiple-output (DMIMO) system model [8],

which is presented in Section II. DMIMO channel itself can

be considered as a special case of correlated MIMO channel.

The works in [9], [10] and [11] have provided asymptotic

closed-form approximations of the channel capacity for cor-

related MIMO channel by using random matrix theory and

the Stieltjes transform of the empirical distribution of the

eigenvalues of the correlated MIMO channel, respectively.

Whereas in [6], [12] and [13], closed-form approximations of

the DMIMO channel capacity have been explicitly obtained.

In [6], a closed-form approximation of the capacity for the

uplink of DMIMO system with multiple users has been

provided by using results on limiting eigenvalue distributions

of large random matrices and assuming a large number of

antennas at the BSs and MSs and certain symmetry conditions

in the system. Whereas, in [12], a different approach has

been followed to obtain a closed-form approximation of the

capacity for both uplink and downlink of DMIMO system by

considering only a single user and assuming a large number

of antennas at the BSs and MS, and high signal-to-noise



ratio (SNR) values. Finally, in [13], a more generic and

accurate approximation than in [12] has been derived for

the single user case by relying as in [9] on random matrix

theory. In Section III, we extend our work in [13] for a

multi-user scenario and provide a more generic closed-form

approximation of the DMIMO capacity than in [6], regardless

of the DMIMO system symmetry conditions. In addition, we

assess the accuracy of our approximation against Monte-Carlo

simulations. In Section IV, we define a framework for the

energy efficiency analysis of CoMP system by considering

the power consumption model of [14] and the bit-per-joule

capacity as an energy efficiency metric. We then modify and

utilize the expression that has been derived in Section III for

assessing the energy efficiency of idealized CoMP system.

Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. DISTRIBUTED MIMO SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a DMIMO communication system composed of

m+k nodes in different locations, where m BSs equipped with

p antennas cooperate to transmit/receive data to/from k MS

equipped with q antennas, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We define

the matrices Σi,j and Hi,j as the average path loss/shadowing

and the MIMO Rayleigh fading channel, respectively, between

the i-th BS and the j-th MS, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

The equivalent channel model of the system in the uplink is

then defined as H̃ = Σ ⊙ H, where

Σ =




Σ1,1 . . . Σ1,k

...
. . .

...

Σm,1 . . .Σm,k


 ,H =




H1,1 . . . H1,k

...
. . .

...

Hm,1 . . .Hm,k




and ⊙ is the entrywise product between any two matrices.

Moreover, H̃ ∈ C
Nr×Nt , H ∈ C

Nr×Nt , Σ ∈ R
Nr×Nt

+ with

R+ , {x ∈ R|x ≥ 0}, and the total number of transmit and

receive antennas of the DMIMO system is defined as Nt and

Nr, respectively. In the uplink case Nt = kq, Nr = mp and

n = q, whereas in the downlink case Nt = mp, Nr = kq and

n = p, where n is the number of transmit antenna per node.

Accordingly, we assume the linear channel model where the

receive signal r ∈ C
Nr×1 can be expressed as

r = H̃s + n, (1)

with s ∈ C
Nt×1 being the transmit signal with average

transmit power P and n ∈ C
Nr×1 being a vector with

independent entries of zero-mean complex Gaussian noise.

Moreover, we assume that H is a random matrix having

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex circular

Gaussian entries with zero-mean and unit variance. The mutual

information (MI) of the composite channel H̃, I(H̃), and its

capacity, C, are respectively defined as follows

I(H̃) , ln
∣∣∣INr

+ λH̃H̃
†
∣∣∣ and

C , EH{I(H̃)} (nats/s/Hz),
(2)

where I{.} is an identity matrix, |.| is the determinant, {.}† is

the Hermitian operator and E{.} is the expectation. In addition,

λ , P/(nN) and N is the average power of the noise n.

BS

Central unit

MS

Backhaul link

BSBS

BS BS

BS BS

MS

MS

MS

Fig. 1. Distributed MIMO system model

III. CLOSED-FORM APPROXIMATION OF THE DMIMO

CAPACITY IN MULTI-USER CONTEXT

In (9) of [13], we have obtained a closed-form approxima-

tion of the DMIMO channel capacity for m > 1 and k = 1.

Here, we revisit the derivation of this expression and extend

it for the case where m, k > 1.

A. Closed-form approximation derivation

The moment generating function (MGF) of the RV I(H̃)
can be expressed as M

I(H̃)(−u) = EH{exp[(−u)I(H̃)]}

= π−NrNt

∫

CNr×Nt

e−‖H‖2
F φ(H)−udH,

= π−NrNt

∫

CNr×Nt

∫

CNr×u

∫

CNt×u

e−π tr[(X†
X+Y

†
Y)]ψ(H)

×dHdXdY,
(3)

where ‖.‖F and tr[.] denote the Frobenius norm and the

trace operator, respectively; φ(H) =
∣∣∣INr

+ λH̃H̃
†
∣∣∣, ψ(H) =

exp
(
− tr

[
j
(
H̃B

† + BH̃
†
)
− HH

†
])

; X ∈ C
Nr×u, Y ∈

C
Nt×u, u is a dummy variable that is used in the replica

method [15]; and B , π
√
λXY

†, B ∈ C
Nr×Nt . By

integrating ψ(H) with respect to H, (3) can be rewritten as

M
I(H̃)(−u) =

∫

CNr×u

∫

CNt×u

e−π tr[(X†
X+Y

†
Y)]

× e−π2λ tr[(Σ⊙XY
†)(Σ⊙XY

†)†]dXdY.

(4)

Let Σi,j =
√
σi,j1

p×q =
√
υiωj1

p×q = ΥiΩ
†
j , where Υi =√

υi1
p×u and Ωj =

√
ωj1

q×u. Then the following equalities

(Σ⊙XY
†) = (Υ⊙X)(Ω⊙Y)† and (Σ† ⊙XY

†) = (Ω⊙
X)(Υ† ⊙ Y

†) hold in the uplink and downlink, respectively,

with Υ = [Υ†
1, . . . ,Υ

†
m]† and Ω = [Ω†

1, . . . ,Ω
†
k]†. Note that

we assume here the same correlation model as in [9], i.e.

separable transmit and receive correlations. This assumption is

frequently used in MIMO literature for obvious simplification



purpose; however, it is not always supported in reality [16].

Using this correlation model, (4) can be re-expressed as

M
I(H̃)(−u) =

∫

CNr×u

∫

CNt×u

e−π tr[(X†
X+Y

†
Y)]

× e−π2λ tr[WZ
†
ZW

†]dXdY

(5)

in the uplink, where W , (Υ ⊙ X) and Z , (Ω ⊙ Y).
Following some simplifications, (5) is modified as

M
I(H̃)(−u) (j2πλ)

−u2
∫

Dj

d

∫

Dg

e
ϕ(D,G)

λ dDdG, (6)

where ϕ(D,G) , tr(DG) − γα
∑m

i=1 ln |Iu + υiD| −
γβ
∑k

j=1 ln |Iu + ωjG|, γ , P/N , α , p/n, β , q/n,

D,G ∈ C
u×u; Dj

d , D0 +(jRu×u) and Dg , G0 +(Ru×u),
D0,G0 ∈ C

u×u. At this stage, we apply the multidimensional

saddle point integration method [17] for asymptotically com-

puting the integral in (6). We obtain after further derivation

steps and simplifications that

M
I(H̃)(−u) → exp

(
u
n

2

[
α

(
m−

m∑

i=1

ln (1 + d0υi)
2

+
1

1 + d0υi

)
+β


k −

k∑

j=1

ln (1 + g0ωj)
2

+
1

1 + g0ωj






+
u2

2

[
− ln

(
1 − d̂0ĝ0

)])
,

(7)

where d̂0 = αΣm
i=1υ

2
i (1 + d0υi)

−2, ĝ0 = βΣk
j=1ω

2
j (1 +

g0ωj)
−2, d0 is the unique positive root of the following

degree-mk polynomial Pm,k(d) =

d

k∏

j=1

f(d, γ, ωj)− γβ

m∏

i=1

(1 + dυi)




k∑

j=1

ωj

k∏

h=1
h6=j

f(d, γ, ωh)


 ,

(8)

f(d, γ, ωj) =
∏m

i=1(1+dυi)+γαωj

∑m

i=1 υi

∏m

l=1l 6=i
(1+dυl)

and g0 = αΣm
i=1υi(d0 +ωυi)

−1. A proof that d0 is the unique

positive root of Pm,k(d) has been given in [13] for k = 1
and it can easily be extended for k > 1 by using the same

approach as in [13]. The value of d0 can be numerically

obtained by computing the companion matrix of Pm,k(d)
and taking the maximum of its eigenvalue. Knowing that the

MGF of any Gaussian RV Z is MZ(t) , E{exp(tZ)} =

exp
(
tµz + t2

2 σ
2
z

)
, with µz and σ2

z being the mean and

variance of Z, respectively, we conclude by matching (7) with

MZ(t) that I(H̃) is asymptotically equivalent to a Gaussian

RV and that the capacity of the DMIMO system can be

approximated as C ≈ µ
I(H̃) =

C̃ =
nW

2 ln(2)

[
α

(
−m+

m∑

i=1

ln (1 + d0υi)
2

+
1

1 + d0υi

)

+β


−k +

k∑

j=1

ln (1 + g0ωj)
2

+
1

1 + g0ωj






(9)
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of C̃ in (9) as a function of γ (dB)

in bits/s for large values of Nr and Nt, where W is the

bandwidth. Our approximation C̃ in (9) can be utilized for both

uplink and downlink scenarios with n = q, α = p/q, β = 1
and n = p, α = 1, β = q/p, respectively. Its main purpose

is the evaluation and comparison of the channel capacity of

idealized CoMP systems in a faster way than time consuming

Monte-Carlo simulations, and with a sufficient accuracy such

that it can be used in network simulation and optimization. In

addition, it can provide upper bounds on the achievable rate of

non-idealized CoMP systems. Note that (9) can be seen under

certain conditions as a special case of (4.3) in [11].

B. Accuracy of our closed-form approximation

In order to numerically assess the accuracy of our approxi-

mation, we plot in Fig. 2 ∆ǫ , 100|CMC−C̃|/CMC vs. γ (dB)

for various m, k, p and q values and different Σ, where ∆ǫ

represents the difference between CMC and C̃ in percentage,

and CMC is the capacity value that is obtained by using Monte-

Carlo simulation. Moreover, we define Σ , Ai⊗1
p×q , where

⊗ is the Kronecker product between any two matrices, and

set the various Ai as follows: A1 = 1
m×k, A2 = [1 0.1]†,

A3 = [1 10]† and A4 = [0.794 1 0.501 0.631] in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, we obtained the results for CMC by considering

1 × 106 channel realizations in the Monte-Carlo simulation.

By comparing the first three curves, we can clearly see that

the accuracy of the approximation increases with the number

of antennas in a traditional MIMO setting, such that CMC and

C̃ differ by less than 1% regardless of the SNR for p = q = 4.

This confirms the assertion made in [10] that the equivalence

of I(H̃) with a Gaussian RV can be observed in a MIMO

system for even a relatively small number of antennas, even

though the formal proof is derived by assuming very large

number of antennas. The next three curves shows that a 99%

accuracy is at least reached in a DMIMO setting when m =
2, but the accuracy varies as a function of the link qualities

between the two BSs and the MS. Overall, the total number of

antennas Nr and Nt does not have to be too large for ensuring
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Fig. 3. C̃J and C̃ comparison of a 1-BS with a 2-BS and 4-BS systems as
a function of γ dB in a downlink setting

the high accuracy of our approximation, C̃. Therefore, it can

be confidently used for swiftly assessing and comparing the

capacity of idealized CoMP systems.

IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF COMP SYSTEMS

A. Energy efficiency framework

In order to assess the potential of CoMP in terms of

energy efficiency, a metric and a power consumption model

are defined below.

In this paper, we consider the linear power consumption

model given in (1) of [14] for each BS, such that

PBs = NSectorNPApSec(P/µPA+PSP)(1+CC)(1+CPSBB), (10)

where NSector is the number of sector, NPApSec is the number

of power amplifier (PA) per sector, µPA is the PA efficiency,

PSP is the signal processing overhead, CC is the cooling loss

and CPSBB is the battery backup and power supply loss. We

then defined our CoMP power model in the downlink as

PT = mPBs + PCoMP, (11)

where PCoMP is the power that is required for backhauling and

coordinating multiple BSs. In the uplink, we simply consider

PT as PT = kPMs + PCoMP, where PMs is the transmit power

of each user.

As far as energy efficiency metrics are concerned, the bit-

per-joule capacity [3] indicates how efficiently energy is con-

sumed for transmitting information. The bit-per-joule capacity

or energy channel capacity is defined as the ratio of the

channel capacity to the system consumed power PT such that

CJ = C/PT. In our case, we also define CJ ≈ C̃J = C̃/PT.

B. Simulation results

In our simulation, we have set the various parameters in (10)

by using the values related to the model UMTS1 in Table 3

of [14]. In addition, we have set W = 1 in (9).

In Fig. 3, we compare the capacity C̃ and bit-per-joule

capacity C̃J of a 1-BS system with a 2-BS and a 4-BS systems
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Fig. 4. C̃J variation for an increasing number of BSs m in a downlink
scenario

according to γ in the downlink scenario. In our simulation,

we consider that P = 40/m W such that the total transmit

power remains the same for each m-BS scenario. Moreover,

we set k = 1 (single user case), p = q = 2, PCoMP = 500
W and use A1, A5 = [

√
γ 1]† and A6 = [

√
γ 1 1 1]†

for obtaining Σ when m = 1, 2 and 4, respectively. The

results show that the 2-BS and 4-BS systems clearly always

outperform the 1-BS system in terms of channel capacity. In

terms of bit-per-joule capacity, the results show that the 2-

BS and 4-BS systems outperform the 1-BS system for low

γ values and vice-versa for γ values above 3 dB. For low

γ values, the channel capacity of the 1-BS system is close to

zero and incidently its bit-per-joule capacity is very low, while

the 2 and 4-BS systems take advantage of the macro-diversity

[5] and provide around 0.8 and 1.3 bits/kJ, respectively, of

extra bit-per-joule capacity. The γ range for which multi-BS

systems are more energy efficient than single BS system will

increase when PCoMP decreases or the link quality increases.

In Fig. 4, we depict the variation of the energy efficiency as

a function of the number of BSs, m, in the downlink scenario

and use the following settings to do so: P = 40/m, k = 1,

p = q = 2. In addition, we utilise A1 for obtaining Σ and

consider various values of γ and PCoMP. The results first show

that C̃J increases with γ and that obviously C̃J decreases

as PCoMP increases. Moreover, they indicate that there exists

an optimal m value that maximizes C̃J for each setting. More

BSs are required for maximizing C̃J when γ is low than when

C̃J is high. This is due to the fact that C̃ is almost linear in

m when γ is low and logarithmic in m when γ is high, as it

is indicated by the second and first curves of Fig. 4. Similarly,

as PCoMP increases, as the optimal value of m increases. For

instance the optimal m value for PCoMP = 0 is 4 and becomes

5 and 6 for PCoMP = 500 and 1000 W, respectively.

In Fig. 5, we consider an uplink scenario where k MSs

transmit to 1, 2 or 4 BSs. We plot C̃ and C̃J in function of

PCoMP for a 1, 2 and 4-BS systems. We set k = 4, p = 2,
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Fig. 5. Uplink: C̃J and C̃ comparison of a 1-BS with 2 and 4-BSs system
as a function of PCoMP in an uplink setting

q = 1, γ = 0 dB, PMs = 27 dBm (500 mW), and use

A4, A7 = [A†
4 A

†
4]

† and A8 = [A†
4 A

†
4 A

†
4 A

†
4]

† for

obtaining Σ when m = 1, 2 and 4, respectively. The 1-BS

system exhibits a C̃ and C̃J of about 3 bits/s and 1.5 bits/J

and its C̃J clearly does not vary in function PCoMP, since no

backhauling is required in this case. The 2 and 4-BS systems

have a fixed C̃ of about 5.25 and 8.5 bits/s and its C̃J varies

in function of PCoMP. The result clearly indicates that as long

as PCoMP stays in the order of magnitude of PMs, the 2 and

4-BS systems are more energy efficient than the 1-BS system.

Overall, the results in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 clearly underline the

spectral efficiency gain that CoMP can achieve through macro-

diversity, as it has already been shown in [6]. However, making

BS cooperate does not come for free, it implies extra cost in

terms of energy consumption. In terms of energy efficiency,

results show that multi-BS cooperation is most likely to be

efficient when the link quality between the BSs and MSs is

weak, e.g. cell-edge communication.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, idealized CoMP communication has been

assessed in terms of energy efficiency and it has been shown

that the potential of improvement of CoMP in terms of bit-per-

joule capacity is not as high as in terms of channel capacity.

Assuming perfect backhaul links between each BS, CoMP

system has been idealized into DMIMO system and the latter

model has been utilized to derive a closed-form approximation

of its channel capacity. The accuracy of this approximation

has been assessed for different numbers of antenna and SNR

offset between the various links. Results have indicated that

its accuracy is high, even for DMIMO system with small

numbers of transmit and receive antennas. A framework for

energy efficiency analysis of idealized CoMP system has been

introduced that includes a power consumption model and an

energy efficiency metric. Our closed-form approximation of

the DMIMO capacity has been utilized for assessing both the

channel and bit-per-joule capacities of the idealized CoMP

system. Results have indicated that multi-BS cooperation is

most likely to be efficient when the link quality between

the BSs and MSs is weak, e.g. cell-edge communication. In

addition, cooperative processing power should be kept low for

CoMP to provide energy efficiency gain. In the future, we

intend to use a more realistic power model for the backhaul

links as well as assuming non-perfect backhauling.
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